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Introduction
In November 1980, broadcast media, local government personnel, and the
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key phrase “the age of regionalism.” It was the very first “The Age of
Regionalism” documentary contest. This event differed greatly from other
video festivals or contests precisely because it was created to promote the
concept of “the age of regionalism.” Through videos, it examined the state of
Japan from the perspective of its regions. As of 2017, it has garnered more
than 3,000 creations, all firmly rooted in regional themes.
This study is an attempt to examine regional journalism through “The Age
of Regionalism” video festival. It seeks to explore the relation between
Japanese regions and the art of the documentary while mainly focusing on the
works and their creators. This study aims to highlight the association between
the documentary and the era of its production by reviewing the themes of the
festival in chronological order.
The study is divided into three main components. Chapter 1 considers the
“the age of regionalism” concept and the history of the video festival that was
created out of that concept. Chapter 2 introduces past winners and attempts to
understand the era those works were produced in through their chosen
themes. The meaning of a regional documentary is also considered here.
Chapter 3 addresses the video festival as a form of thought. Each chapter is
considered a separate fabric woven together with the documentary as the warp
and its “history, works, and production” as its weft.
Ⅰ. Depicting the Region using Videos
Ⅰ1 The Origin of the Video Festival
What is “the age of regionalism”? While delivering a keynote speech at the
1978 “The Age of Regionalism” symposium, Kazuji Nagasu, the Governor of
Kanagawa Prefecture, remarked that “the construction of centralized
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industrial society in the post-war era has not only been derailed way off its
course but has now run into a stalemate.”1) He went on to say that “huge
urban problems, such as those relating to the environment, resources, energy,
food, management, and the alienation of people from society, are exactly the
type of challenges faced by a modern advanced industrial society,” and he
believed that “the age of regionalism” is the historical key phrase for solving
these issues. Having said this, he asked everyone to consider local regions
with fresh eyes that would enable them to rebuild a society for the revival of
humanity.
The concept of “the age of regionalism” as a theory of civilization has
strongly influenced the relation between the central government and the rural
areas in post-war Japan. It became the phrase that sought the true meaning of
politics, economics, science/technology, and culture beyond the scope of
“regional decentralization reform,” which has only addressed methods of
administration so far, and represented actions and ideas for reform and the
creation of a new civilization model. Nagasu was trying to emphasize the
following : to solve the problems of modern civilization, the “nation” should not
be considered as the absolute factor. The idea of a nation is too big for solving
problems close to the people. In contrast, the concept of the nation is too small
to solve global problems. Hence, a framework that combines these three
elements-the Earth, nation, and region-is required.
Discerning the underlying mood of the world and Japan at the time, Nagasu
has cleverly reversed the connotations of the “countryside” or “backwardness”
that are often associated with the word “local.” In fact, his attention toward
sustainable, ecological technology, transformation to welfare-type economic
systems, and the revival of regional culture can still be considered as quite
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insightful today.
However, during the first half of the 1970s, before the phrase “the age of
regionalism” was even invented, a structural change was already occurring at
the base of Japanese society. Some of these problems were mapped out in the
1973 White Paper on National Life. The same year also marked Japan’s shift
to the floating exchange rate and the first oil shock. The troubles left behind
by a high growth rate were also beginning to come to the surface. These
included elderly care, housing shortage in big cities, longer working hours, and
environmental issues. People’s perceptions were also changing during this
time. “Decentralization, diversity, appropriateness” had risen again to fight off
“centralization, uniformity, enormity.” “The age of regionalism” gave a
distinct voice to the series of social transformations in the 1970s and had
amassed empathy from all corners of Japanese society.
Ⅰ2 Focusing on the Regions
The video festival began as a contest in 1981. The first video festival was
held in Kawasaki with a collection of documentaries produced by local broad-
casters. It was thought that documentaries could contribute greatly to the
creation of the “region.”
In the 1970s, the development of the broadcasting systems was already
quite advanced as new stations were being built all around the country. These
local broadcasters competed with each other by advocating contents rooted in
their region. The emphasis on production power gave birth to numerous
outstanding documentaries focusing on regional issues. Besides, broadcasting
stations, cable TV, local governments, and even citizens had learned to
channel their views through videos.
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This can be explained by a revolution in image recording technology.
Portable cameras using cassette video tapes were introduced in the second
half of the 1970s. New ways of expressing images in documentaries were
introduced because of increased mobility and prolonged recording time, a
result of switching from optical film to digital video recording. As such, the
video festival became a valuable place for creators to share and exchange
views on regional issues while competing in terms of the themes or the quality
of their works.
Judge Kazuko Tsurumi described the four judging criteria for documentaries
in a commentary in 1981. The four criteria were as follows : first, whether the
theme chosen suitably demonstrated an awareness of “the age of regionalism”
by considering the time of its production with fresh perspectives ; second,
whether the theme chosen was appropriate to the concept of “the age of
regionalism”; third, whether the work reached the essence of the region by
exploring its history and reality ; fourth, whether the work could move its audi-
ence with insights into “the age of regionalism.” Tsurumi has repeatedly
stressed the significance of the video festival in the book Style of Living2). She
said that “a successful video recording should at least, first, assign broader
meanings to its subjects, and second, reach inside the emotions of the name-
less public who are the true history-makers. In that sense, images presented
in a documentary are an important means of reflecting the scope and depth of
that era.”
Ⅱ. Works and Themes Told by Documentary
Ⅱ1 The 1980s
In 1981, the Grand Prize at the festival was awarded to “The Noh Tradition
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of Shimokita” (Shimokita nomai densho) (Aomori Broadcasting), which
depicts how the inheritance in villages with declining populations of regional
traditional arts is not only a foundation for residents’ cultural lives, but can
serve as the imaginative faculty of regional culture. The Grand Prize the
following year, 1982, was “Even if My Hometown Were to Disappear” (Waga
kokyowa kiete mo) (Tokai Television Broadcasting), which, by tracing the
memories of the inhabitants of a village of Gifu Prefecture which was flooded
due to the creation of a dam, clarifies the sources of people’s regional
consciousness. This focus on works depicting the critical capacity of regional
communities strongly represented the character of the image festival. Another
Grand Prize in 1982 was “Funerals of the Underground” (Chitei no soretsu)
(Hokkaido Broadcasting), which, with a keen approach to looking at the prob-
lems inherent in modernization, contrasts the activities of miners chased from
the mountains with the closing of the Hokutan Yubari Coal Mine and the
activities of tourism developers promoting new resort developments.
The Grand Prize in 1983 was “Another Bridge” (Mohitotsu no hashi), a
work that looked at the problem of leprosy patients who were forced to live
isolated from society. In addition, works whose attention focused on the scars
of war were also featured in the image festival, with works such as the winner
of the 1984 Peace Prize, “Pictures of a World in War : Iri & Toshi Maruki,
Depicting Okinawa” (Ikusa yo no gafu : Maruki Iri & Toshi : Okinawa o egaku)
(NHK), questioning ways of peace from local perspectives.
In the latter half of the 1980s, with the country ecstatic on the so-called
“bubble economy”, steady resort development, soaring land prices, and rises
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in stock prices since the 1985 Plaza Accord seemed at a first glance to symbol-
ize the prosperity of the Japanese economy. The Takeshita Cabinet distributed
grants of 100 million yen to local governments as part of the “hometown
creation” project in 1988, but in reality the disparity between metropolitan and
rural areas expanded, and the cracks caused by the sluggish export industry
due to the appreciation of the yen began to silently erode society.
The works of artists participating in the festival around that time were
ringing early alarm bells regarding the distortion of the bubble economy. The
winning work of the 1986 Grand Prize was “Nuclear Fuel and Population
Decline : The Choice of Horonobe” (Kaku to kaso : horonobe machi no sentaku)
(Hokkaido Broadcasting), a work depicting local anguish at being forced to
accept the construction of a storage facility for highly radioactive nuclear
waste. Local anguish was also a theme of the winning work for the Special
Prize in the same year, “Premature Death : Reports from Two Villages in
Tohoku and San’in” (Tenju mattosezu : tohoku & sanin futatsu no mura kara
no hokoku) (NHK), which focused on the increase in suicide amongst the
elderly in rural areas.
In this case, the “center” at the opposite side of “rural” was not Tokyo as
a real entity, but as a symbol of violent economic marketism that is linked to
high economic growth. The Grand Prize in 1987, “A Tale of Town Workshops
in Kamata” (Kamata machikojomonogatari) (NHK), depicts town workshops
facing the effects of the recession caused by the appreciation of the yen.
Individuals facing the growth of structural inequality, regional awareness,
discrimination, environmental destruction, educational problems, and other
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issues facing Japanese society, and movements to overcome these through
cooperation and action, can all be seen in the festival’s winning works during
the 1980s.
Ⅱ2 The 1990s
In the 1990s, many works were produced that focused on the dangers of
continuing to weather the challenges that Japanese society had avoided resolv-
ing after the war. Producers consciously struggled to consider issues such as
war and discrimination. This tendency becomes obvious when looking at
award-winning works from this period. Works such as the winner of the 1991
Grand Prize, “Scattered Bones : Forced Recruitment of Chinese 45 Years
Later” (Kaze no phone : 45 nenme no chugokujin kyosei renko) (Akita
Broadcasting), and the winner of the 1993 Excellence Award, “Land of Grudge
: Investigating the Massacre of Koreans in Karafuto” (Urami no daichi :
karafuto chosenjin gyakusatsu no kensho) (Kyushu Asahi Broadcasting), focus
on investigating wartime incidents, while works such as “Testimony of
Humiliation : Korean Comfort Women After the War” (Ojoku no shogen :
chosenjin jugun ianfu no sengo) (Kyushu Asahi Broadcasting) in 1992 and the
winner of the Grand Prize in 1994, “Portrait of a Mother : The American
Tsuyoshi After the War” (Haha no shozo: Amerikajin Tsuyoshi no sengo) (TV
Nagasaki), focus on collecting the voices of both victims and perpetrators of
the war.
Many works consider relationships with society from familiar problems
during the prolonged recession after the collapse of the bubble economy. The
winning work of the 1991 Grand Prize, “The Teshima Garbage Dispute”
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(Yutaka no shima no gomi sodo) (San’yoBroadcasting), uses fixed-point
observation to look at the problem of the illegal dumping of industrial waste on
the depopulated island of Teshima in the Seto Inland Sea. What attracts atten-
tion among the works that focus on people’s environments is that they feature
local residents who present the problems. The 1995 Grand Prize winning
work, “Democracy Reflected in Nuclear Power : The 25 Year Choice of the
Citizens of Maki” (Genpatsu ni utsuru minshu shugi : Maki-chomin 25 nenme
no sentaku) (Niigata Broadcasting) is a documentary that pursues the devel-
opment of an opposition movement amongst residents of the town of Maki,
Niigata Prefecture, surrounding a referendum regarding the construction of a
nuclear power plant. Looking at the award-winning works of the 1990s, there
are many works that interweave relationships between residents’ movements
and local government administrations.
Afterwards, there were other films that dealt with the referendum in the
town of Maki, 1997 “Continuation : Democracy Reflected in Nuclear Power :
And the People’s Will was Shown” (Zoku : genpatsu ni utsuru minshu shugi :
soshite min’i wa shimesareta) (Niigata Broadcasting) in 1997, and “A Politician
Resigns : Campaign Commitments and a Recall in Maki” (Seijika yamete
itadakimasu : maki-machi no koyaku to rikoru) (Niigata Television 21) in
1998. In contrast to questioning the administration of local governments, there
are also works that follow leaders who directly opposed the government’s
policy of reducing acreage, such as the winner of the 1997 Grand Prize, “You
Can Just Keep Making More and More Rice : A Mayor’s Challenge” (Kome wa
dondon tsukureba ii : chochono chosen) (NHK).
Works that focus on discrimination, the environment, anti-nuclear efforts,
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and peace from local viewpoints have been continually awarded prizes, such as
“Words to Convey : Osaka Prefectural Kunijima High School” (Tsutaeru
kotoba : Osaka-furitsu kunijima koko) (Mainichi Broadcasting) in 1992, which
explores discrimination in education, “The Beginning of the Age of Plutonium:
From Hiroshima” (Purutoniumu gan’nen: Hiroshima kara) (Hiroshima
Television), which won the Grand Prize in 1993, and “Judgment of Bitterness :
Political Settlement in the 40th Year of Minamata Disease” (Kujuno ketsudan:
minamatabyo40 nenme no seiji kecchaku) (NHK) in 1996.
Ⅱ3 The 2000s
In the 2000s, Japan faced the tasks of rebuilding the economy and fiscal
reconstruction following the collapse of the bubble economy. It was also a time
when the strain of these burdens became strikingly evident in rural areas. The
Koizumi Cabinet, in government from 2001, set forth to implement decentrali-
zation and fiscal rebuilding, but such decentralization did not proceed, and eco-
nomic over-concentration and class disparities became even more pronounced.
Documentaries were produced in such a way as to reflect then-present
situations, such as local autonomy, disparity, the environment, nuclear power,
and war. The 2001 Grand Prize work was “Leprosy : Isolation Thus Continued”
(Hansenbyo: kakuri wa koshite tsuzukerareta) (NHK), which dealt with the
reality of isolation policies regarding patients with leprosy. Another Grand
Prize winning work was “The Nuclear Power Plant Village” (Genpatsu no
mura) (Niigata Broadcasting), a work that, focusing on a referendum for
nuclear facilities that were scheduled to be built locally, cast a keen eye on the
state of democracy. The 2003 Grand Prize winner was “Pictures of the Atomic
Bomb: Records of Hiroshima Left by its Citizens” (Genbaku no e : shimin ga
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nokosu Hiroshima no kiroku) (NHK), and the 2004 winner was “I Too Was in
the Sea of Death : Testimony and Truth 50 Years After the Affected Fishing
Vessel” (Washi mo shi no umi ni otta : shogen hisai gyosen 50-nenme no
shinjitsu) (Nankai Broadcasting), two documentaries that tackled the issue of
nuclear weapons. Furthermore, in 2003, “The Blank Pathology of Minamata
Disease” (Minamatabyokuhaku no byozo) (Kumamoto Broadcasting) and
“Even if I Must Oppose Ten Million Enemies : The Great Heisei Merger, the
Choice of the Town of Yamatsuri” (Senman’nin to iedomo ware yukan : heisei
daigappei yamatsurichono sentaku) (Fukushima Television) won prizes for
excellence, demonstrating that regional television stations were working
steadily on issues such as pollution and local autonomy.
In the latter half of the 2000s, the widening of disparity continued, and the
worsening of the economic crisis that began with the Lehman Shock of 2008
severely affected the unemployed, the poor, and the elderly. Many documenta-
ries from this period reflect these social conditions. In 2006, “In a Single Room
in an Apartment Complex” (Hitori danchi no isshitsu de) (NHK Press
Bureau), which examined lonely deaths in large-scale housing complexes, and
“The Disappearing Cries of Newborns : What is Happening in Obstetric
Wards?” (Kieru ubugoe: sanka byotode nani ga okite iru no ka) (Chukyo
Television Broadcasting), which looked at the realities brought about by a
shortage in obstetricians, were awarded prizes. Both were commended for
bold and persistent attitudes of regional journalism.
Ⅲ The Philosophy of the Festival
Ⅲ1 Creating a Video Festival Based on the Region
Documentaries have shone light on activities to create communities on
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bases that are different from the logic of nations and markets. In documenta-
ries, we can witness the independent activities of citizens who do not give in
to larger powers. There are citizens moving towards a sustainable, collabora-
tive form of society. Lifestyles that find value in regional diversity are
supported, and attention is drawn to Satoyama Capitalism. Diversified values
are rediscovering life in regional areas. The figures of such people are
reflected in these documentaries and communicate our present situation.
We have repeatedly stated that the idea of a “regional era” implies more
than mere decentralization of politics and administrative finance. It is a
philosophy based on “regionalism”, which seeks political potential and social
development through local democracy rather than through national democracy.
Journalism must always have a viewpoint as its foothold. There can be no
expression without a viewpoint. In that sense, the point of departure for the
expressionist is the region. Whether it is news or documentary, the expres-
sionist looks at an area and delves deeply into it. Today, the keyword “regional
era” has an even more important meaning than in the 1970s.
In the history of the festival, there have been several financial crises that
have threatened its survival, and in 2002 it had to be suspended for a year.
Yoshihiko Muraki, producer of the festival, wrote in “Regional Era Image
Festival : A History of 22 Years” (Chihono jidai eizosai : 22-nen no ayumi)
(ed. Image Festival Executive Committee, 2003) that “There are endless
memories in this festival. Over these past 22 years, what I have held onto
when I despair from watching television is the excellent documentary works
born from here and that will remain forever in history.” Muraki was constantly
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involved with the festival. Starting as a judge, and later serving as a producer,
he put great effort into the festival’s survival up until his death in 2008.
Ⅲ2 Regional Message
The keyword “regional era” remains unchanged as a means of understand-
ing society. On the contrary, it must be said that it has become more important
in the 21st century. Producing an image festival is to contribute to regional
creation through film. Muraki as a producer understood just how important the
aspirations of broadcasting stations are to keep track of areas. The meaning
and value of continuing the Image Festival lies in exploring the possibility of
documentary, in the independence of authors and the creation of networks, and
in experiments in image expression. In addition, the visualization of the spirit
of the age, the creation of visual archives of regions, and the creation of images
also hold value.
Producer Muraki frequently described images in terms of “image goods.” It
seems that he was searching for a methodology to create valuable images that
does not end with simple consumption. Images are the property of our society.
He questioned how, in a society overflowing with images that are consumed
and then disappear, to bring an end to this vicious circle of disposable items,
how to reevaluate them as properties. As such, he thought that the many
layers of images accumulated as documentaries in various regions would give
birth to new value and creation, and open up a new future for broadcasting.
Every broadcasting station’s attitude towards regions is being brought into
question. The context of a regional era has constantly emphasized that Tokyo
too is a region, and so we must face it as such, discarding the illusion of
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identifying it with the center of a system. When the festival resumed in 2003,
Muraki added “Changing Japan from its Regions” to the record collection, and
defined the purpose of the festival as follows : (1) What should we who live in
the present age strive to fix our gazes upon and seize? Amid the tendency of
this age towards internationalization and informationalization, we strive for a
new principle of civilization. (2) That keyword is a “regional era”, and we will
launch new inquiries into the significance of rural and regional areas in politics,
the economy, society, and culture. (“Record of the 23rd Image Festival” (Dai
23-kai eizosai kiroku), Image Festival Executive Committee, 2002)
Producers have a role in designing the era. They have a role in bundling an
era’s keywords into one. Industrial change through digitization, value conver-
sion from consumption to accumulation, the fusion of the Internet and broad-
casting, freeing oneself from the “center”, ideas from regional areas-Muraki
was a practitioner who poured these keywords into one container, the Image
Festival. As such, the festival goes beyond being a mere awards event, and is
also a place to circulate criticism and creations while maintaining a sense of
tension.
Documentaries have been an essential part of broadcasting culture. The
theory that a good program will create a good audience, and as a result enrich
the industry, has come to be considered idealistic and not in accordance with
reality in the broadcasting industry, which is subject to intense competition
regarding audience ratings. However, the path of making documentaries is an
effective path albeit having no immediate effect. The festival is a setting that
embodies the abstraction of the public nature of broadcasting, and is also an
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attempt to visualize the intention and possibilities of broadcasting.
Notes
1) The full text of Nagasu’s paper, “Searching for the Age of Regionalism,” was
published in the October 1978 edition of the magazine Sekai (published by
Iwanami Shoten).
2) Kazuko Tsurumi, Style of Living, Haru Shobo (1988).
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